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The Voice of Small Business.
February 17, 2017

The Honorable Sam Kito, Chair
House Labor & Commerce Committee
State Capitol Building
Juneau, Alaska 99801-1182
RE: House Bill 79
Dear Representative Kito:
ss/Alaska, I wish to respectfully
On behalf of the National Federation of Independent Busine
of Independent Business is the
share our opposition to House Bill 79. The National Federation
largest small-business advocacy group in Alaska.
contractor for purposes of the
House Bill 79 attempts to craft a definition of an independent
and prevents many Alaskan
workers compensation program. We believe it is far too narrow
truly are. The proposed definition
entrepreneurs functioning as the independent contractors they
in Section 31, adding AS
small businesses and independent
current law as it does not allow the flexibility necessary for
r in Alaska.
contractors to function in a customary and reasonable manne
part of a team for a limited time to
Small businesses often contract with individuals to work as
have a specific expertise. Often they
address a task or proposal when the small business may not
ss, may have expertise to add to
will contract with an individual that, in the same course of busine
independent individuals may
a project, such as preparing a contract bid. And many times
in a suite of offices.
rent
maintain offices in the same location, perhaps even sharing
with the definition of an
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has had a standard dealing
and is a fairly well understood
independent contractor for many years. It has been litigated
es of workers compensation
standard. We suggest that Alaska use that standard for purpos
review.
coverage. I have attached information on that standard for your
We believe that Alaska should
The IRS standard also has a safe harbor found in Section 530.
ies as our employment market
also have a safe harbor process to accommodate new industr
rtation network company
changes. An example is current legislation that deals with transpo
drivers.
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We appreciate your consideration of our concerns.
Sincerely yours,

4JI
Dennis L. DeWitt
Alaska State Director
Cc:

NFIB/AK Leadership Council
House Labor & Commerce Committee
Development
Commissioner Drygas, Department of Labor and Workforce
Attachments

K
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March 5, 2017
The Honorable Heidi Drygas
Department of Labor & Workforce Development
P.O. Box 111149
Juneau, Alaska 99811-1149
RE: Definition of Independent Contractor
Dear Commissioner Drygas:
ska, I want to thank you for
On behalf of the National Federation of Independent Business/Ala
ed definition of an
taking the time to meet with Chris Nettels and me to discuss the propos
program. The National
independent contractor for purposes of the workers compensation
cy group in Alaska.
advoca
ss
Federation of independent Business is the largest small-busine
of an independent contractor.
We appreciate your desire to have a simple and concise definition
in HB 79 and SB 40 would
As we have agreed, it is not a simple task. The definition proposed
it is far too broad.
,
include many valid independent contactors under its terms. Simply
ers jeIdt
Töãii
Last fall, NFTB/Alaska polled its membership. Approximately 6G%
utes an independent contractor
any type of legislation that might more tightly define what constit
se to HB 307 introduced
for purposes of workers compensation. We asked this question in respon
noted bills.
Legislature that included a similar definition to the one found in the above
in the
t that you recommend
After discussions with the NFIB/Alaska Leadership Council, we reques
deleting the definition from HB 79 and SB 40.
t language proposed in
If that is not possible, we recommend the following to replace the curren
Section 31:
An
•
•
•
•
•
•

independent contractor generally
Maintains a business license
Maintains a contract governing the relationship between parties
Files or intends to file business or self-employed income tax returns
Maintains freedom to seek out other business opportunities
Has direct control in meeting and performing contract obligations
Compensation is based on factors relating to contract work
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•
•
•

d to
Maintains ability to hire, fire, control and provide benefits to persons require
ted.
perfonn the work for which the person has contrac
business
Has the opportunity to realize a profit or loss based on the relationship of
receipts and expenses
Functions consistent with industry practices

ndent contractors to
We believe these criteria will offer a reasonable guide without forcing indepe
sses that use
surrender their freedom and become employees. It will also assist small busine
marketplace.
in
the
titive
compe
remain
independent contractors to expand their capabilities to
Sincerely yours,

Dennis L. DeWitt
Alaska State Director
Cc:

NFIB/AK Leadership Council
House Labor & Commerce Committee
Senate Labor & Commerce Committee
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March 14, 2017
The honorable Sam Kito Ill
Alaska House of Representatives
Alaska State Capital Building
Juneau, Alaska
Subject: HB79, workers’ compensation
Dear Representative l<ito:
HB79, the omnibus
This letter is offer written testimony in regards to
Labor & Commerce
workers’ compensation bill pending in the [louse
ka Surgery Center,
Committee. As the Facility Administrator for the Alas
of these comments.
please know my appreciation for your consideration
additional reference
Section 17 of HB79 contains language that adds
n and Medicaid Services. We
-—-guides from the federal CentersforMedic
s for both the
are concerned about the inclusion of the reference
and the Ambulatory
Hospital Outpatient Prospective Payment System
these two
Surgical Center Payment System. Our request is that
to explain why.
references be removed from the bill, and I would like
pensation rates on
First, basing workers’ compensation medical com
Medicare and
Medicare and Medicaid is fundamentally flawed.
who are generally
Medicaid are governmental programs for patients
ial needs. Their medical
elderly, frail, physically challenged, or with spec
chronic conditions.
needs are focused generally on long-term care for
committed to helping
These patients are deserving of care, and we are
them.
red under
Workers’ compensation patients are individuals cove
in the course of their
commercial insurance rates, but have been injured
e coverage, the
employment. Based on their commercial insuranc
ures for as full of a
expectation is that they will receive medical proced

rn to work. This is an
recovery as possible in order for them to retu
and Medicaid.
entirely different set of patients than Medicare
artment of Labor as a
Second, Section 17 has been presented by the Dep
ulations without going
way to update the medical reimbursement reg
iew. While this may offer
through the public process of hearings and rev
ical system in Alaska
some efficiency in making changes, the entire med
tem that has existed
is still adjusting to the new reimbursement sys
barely one year.
ical providers was
A major change in workers’ compensation for med
ch changed the entire
enacted in 2014 with the passage of HB316, whi
sement rates from a
reimbursement system. HB316 shifted reimbur
ulatory system within
legislatively controlled statute rate over to a reg
s for the medical fee
the Department of Labor. The new regulation
schedule became permanent in March 2016.
16, and this has yet to
An annual system of review was enacted by HB3
ing further changes
occur for the newly adopted regulations. Before mak
reimbursement system
in statute to the workers’ compensation medical
erials, it would help to
with more Medicare and Medicaid reference mat
acts from the new
first complete a-discussion-andreview.ofthjmp
regulatory system.
-

medical reimbursement
These new regulations have lowered rates for
lic testimony to the
in workers’ compensation. Last summer my pub
mated a loss of over $2
Medical Services Review Committee (MSRC) esti
reductions, and we have
million per year. We are all seeing significant
the availability of
yet to fully realize what impact this will have on
medical services for injured workers.
nded to remove the addition
Again, our request is that Section 17 be ame
pital Outpatient
of Medicare and Medicaid references for Hos
y Surgical Center Payment
Prospective Payment System and Ambulator
tem and its impacts,
System. Until there is a review of the current sys
alizing niore complexities
our fear is that we are only further institution
adjusting to recent
and flawed premises into a system that is still
changes.

with the Legislature
The Alaska Surgery Center is committed to working
and responsive
and the Department of Labor on creating affordable
system. We are
medical services for our State’s workers’ compensation
you consider our
dedicated members of the community, and we ask that
concerns.
Thank you for this opportunity to offer comment.
Sincerely,

tra
r
nis
t
iM
o
ier
Alaska Surgery Celu
CC: Commissioner Heidi Drygas

Dear Representative Knopp,
ded to force workers compensation
HB 79 and SB 40 attempt to add new definitions inten
23.30.230(a).
coverage on independent contractors by amending AS
nsultants to increase their ability to work
Many small businesses use independent contractors/co
e. Many sole proprietors function as
on jobs that are limited in time or specific in scop
ability to Alaska’s small businesses. This
independent contractors bringing additional skills and
be successful in Alaska’s economy.
allows small businesses working on small margins to
has suggested that there are problems with
While the Dept of Labor & Workforce Development
all their examples shared with us were
some folks not properly classifying some employees,
ing law makes more sense than creating a
resolved under current law. We believe enforcing exist
not work Ihr many independent contractors
new definition of an independent contractor that does
or small businesses.
ultants under their workers’ compensation
Forcing small businesses to cover contractors and cons
es. It limits the freedom of independent
insurance needlessly increases costs for those business
ness will be forced to move dollars from
contractors and reduces their income as the small busi
the independent contractor to the insurance carrier.
Sincerely,
Bradley Cross
--_KenaLAK991l

1)ear Representative Knopp,
workers compensation
HB 79 and SB 40 attempt to add new definitions intended to force
23.30.230(a).
coverage Ofl independent contractors by amending AS
increase their ability to work
Many small businesses use independent contractors/consultants to
proprietors function as
on jobs that are limited in time or specific in scope. Many sole
small businesses. This
independent contractors bringing additional skills and ability to Alask&s
economy.
Alaska’s
allows small businesses working on small margins to be successful in
that there are problems with
While the Dept of Labor & Workforce Development has suggested
examples shared with us were
some folks not properly classifying some employees, all their
more sense than creating a
resolved under current law. We believe enforcing existing law makes
many independent contractors
new definition of an independent contractor that does not work for
or small businesses.
their workers’ compensation
Forcing small businesses to cover contractors and consultants under
freedom of independent
insurance needlessly increases costs for those businesses. It limits the
to move dollars from
contractors and reduces their income as the small business will he forced
the independent contractor to the insurance carrier.
Sincerely,
Chuck Cook

Dear Representative Kiiopp,
Please do not support JIB 79 and SB 40 atlempting to add new definitions intended to lhrce
workers compensation coverage on independent contractors by amending AS 23.30.230(a). l’he
current law is adequate. Taking independent contractor status away from these people will force
them to change their business structure. Forcing them to pay insurance companies and not
allowing their legitimate deductions allowed under the law. All of this will reduce the amount of
money going back into the economy.
Many small businesses use independent contractors/consultants to increase their ability to work
on jobs that are limited in time or specific in scope. Many sole proprietors function as
independent contractors bringing additional skills and ability to Alaska’s small businesses. This
allows small businesses working on small margins to be successful in Alaska’s economy.
While the I)ept of Labor & Workforce l)evelopment has suggested that there are problems with
some folks not properly classifying some employees, all their examples shared with us were
resolved under current law. We believe enforcing existing law makes more sense than creating a
new definition of an independent contractor that does not work for many independent contractors
or small businesses.
Forcing small businesses to cover contractors and consultants under their workers’ compensation
insurance needlessly increases costs for those businesses, it limits the freedom of independent
contractors and reduces their income as the small business will he forced to move dollars from
the independent contractor to the insurance carrier.

David Bunts
President
Sterling Custom [Tomes
Soldotna, AK 99669

Dear Representative Knopp,
I do
As a small business owner I want to protect my employees that regularly work for me. But
who
contractors
ndent
not feel it is reasonable to force me to cover the insurance costs of indepe
perthrm periodic service work or very sporadic contract work for us. When I bought this
business in 2003 my work comp bill was around $5,000 annually. Since that time insurance
rates have skyrocketed and I presently pay over $16,000 per year in Work Comp coverage.
About 8 years ago we lost our coverage. We were placed in the assigned risk pool for 4 years
and were paying over $22,000 for the same coverage. I believe independent contractors should
be responsible for their own insurance and should not he required to be covered as employees
esp for small businesses.
FIB 79 and SB 40 attempt to add new definitions intended to force workers compensation
coverage on independent contractors by amending AS 23.30.230(a).
work
Many small businesses use independent contractors/consultants to increase their ability to
on jobs that are limited in time or specific in scope. Many sole proprietors function as
This
independent contractors bringing additional skills and ability to Alaska’s small businesses.
allows small businesses working on small margins to be successful in Alaska’s economy.
ms with
While the Dept of Labor & Workforce Development has suggested that there are proble
were
us
with
shared
some folks not properly classifying some employees, all their examples
a
resolved under current law. We believe enforcing existing law makes more sense than creating
contractors
ndent
indepe
for
many
new definition of an independent contractor that does not work
or small businesses.
ilf
Forcing small businesses to cover contract sai
ndent
insurance needlessly increases costs for those businesses. It limits the freedom of indepe
from
dollars
contractors and reduces their income as the small business will be forced to move
the independent contractor to the insurance carrier.
Sincerely,
James Delker I)VM- Twin Cities Vet Clinic
Soldotna, AK 99669

